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40 x 48 RackoCell Plastic Rackable Pallet - ORBIS
The 40 x 48 RackoCell one-piece plastic pallet is designed for hygienic use in food, beverage and pharmaceutical applications.

 

ORBIS rackable plastic pallets are designed to store products in a wide variety of unsupported racking systems, to optimize valuable floor space
in today’s warehouses and distribution systems. The RackoCell pallet features a flow-through deck for thorough sanitizing and fast drying,
availability in FDA-approved material and no hidden cavities or hollow areas for contaminents to collect. Also, now available with x-ray or
metal detectable material specifically for food plants that use x-ray detection to inspect loads prior to shipping, This allows plants to use fully
hygienic plastic pallets throughout their entire internal processing facility. 
Rackable plastic pallets optimize storage, reduce product damage that can occur from wood pallets and ease the movement of product loads
throughout a system. This plastic pallet offers an economic, environmental and efficient alternative to wood pallets or skids. 
Learn how a major food processor streamlined its plant with the RackoCell Pallet.

 
 

BENEFITS

  

 

n Flat deck

n Fully hygienic design

n One-piece construction

n Structural foam molded

n Optional metal detectable, x-ray detectable and fire-retardant materials available

n Recyclable

n Optional fork tine gromments (qty: 8) and four outer post grommets

n Fork Truck Entry: 4-way

n Hand Truck Entry: 4-way
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40 x 48 RCKO HD 40 x 48 RCKO LP

Nest Ratio N/A N/A

Weight 49 lbs 49 lbs

Load Capacity (Static) 30,000 lbs 30,000 lbs

Load Capacity(Dynamic) 5,000 lbs 5,000 lbs

Rack Compatibility (Selective Edge) 2,600 lbs 2,600 lbs

Rack Compatibility (Decking Center) 5,000 lbs 5,000 lbs

Truckload Quantities 53 Ft Trailer 510 510
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